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Own as latter day saint leaders. We face very difficult conversations that put us at risk of saying
the wrong thing that can do more harm than good. Many of these conversations relate to lgbtq
latter day saints. Have you had a fellow. Horde member come out to you about their. Lgbt
identity. Have you had lgbt neighbors. And you just don't know what to say to them so you
ignore them instead. Have you wrestled with bouncing love for your fellow men while still
respecting the doctrines of the restored gospel. In order to help leading saints is put together the
lgbt saints library with more than twenty presentations featuring individuals who have unique
perspective or expertise around this topic. Three of the most popular sessions are available now
to watch simply text. The word lead to four seven four seven four seven to start watching now or
visit leading saints dot org slash. lgbt history. Saint george utah. Just wanna give a shout out to
curtain group leading saints that profound impact. I think lot of people enjoy their. But you guys
are doing appreciate all the content library saints. We're all trying to find our way in this world.
And i think the more that we can collaborate on those things that matter the more that we can
see how the gospel penetrate our lives. Get into our world and make things better. There's
always more to being more to do an issue with curtin groups together appreciate the time and
effort behind all of this very valuable encourage out there. The first time listener to the leading
saints grab a hold. Get yourself invest in the library. That some things some gems that you'll find
that help turn your life around her. Show you guys. Welcome back to the leading saints. Podcast
my name is kurt. Franken i will be your host once again. Nobody seems to fill this chair but me
so i'll keep filling it now. If you new to leading saints. It's important that you know what we are.
We are a nonprofit organization dedicated helping latter day saints be better prepared to lead
and we primarily do that through content creation like this podcast have a website you need to
go visit leading saints dot org and there you can peruse all the other forms of dynamic content
that we have around leadership principles in the context of being a latter day saint now. This
episode is a bit different. I have a co host on this one coming up because it's a collaboration
episode a simulcast if you will with faith matters. Now if you're not familiar with faith matters well



put that on your agenda to go to faith matters dot org and check out the good content that the
they're producing phenomenal podcast as well. You should subscribe to i. And we have some
upcoming exciting announcements as far as collaborations and things that we're going to
partner with with faith matters their faith promoting awesome organization. The more i get to get
to know the people behind the scenes and they're running that organization. I'm just like man.
We could do so much together and There's there's some exciting things coming in the future
that you'll hear all about with faith matter so bill. Turnbull is one of the directors there at Exactly
what how he's titled self is just an awesome guy. That's running a faith matters in dynamic way
and so he joins me for this interview where we interviewed thomas griffith. Now if you're a legal
mind out there or a political junkie may be familiar with the name of thomas griffith. He is
according to his wikipedia. Profile is a former federal judge of the united states court of appeals
for the district of columbia circuit before his appointment to the bench. He was senate legal.
Counsel the chief legal officer of the united states senate in november. Twenty eleven griffiths
was included in the new republic's list of washington's most powerful at least famous people and
his personal life griff has served as a stake president and worked as legal counsel at brigham
young university from two thousand and two thousand five. He's a convert to the church. She
joined the church. Wants to say you're as a junior at langley. High school in mclean virginia. I
said all right is a mclane. Virginians are yelling at me. And so he's a convert of the church but
has been a since a being high school and served a mission and just a phenomenal individual
illegal. Mind and we thought it would be interesting. Both bill and i had to sit down with the tom
and discuss president. Oaks recent talk about the constitution as you may remember in the april
twenty twenty one general conference president oaks surprised everybody by standing up and
saying i will now speak about the united states constitution and it was a dynamic incredibly
interesting talk and we wanted to talk about in the context of that. Talk how it applies to. Maybe
our religious experience as leaders as far as when we have political discussions happening.
How can we unify award with maybe diverse political views and on and on echo chambers and
You know things that the poison of social media in some of these things so is a phenomenal
discussion.
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Like you said a little different than near typical leading saints episode but it was fun to sit down
with the people of faith matters and put this together. So i'd like to thank bill turnbull for being my
co host on this Interview with thomas griffith. Hello everyone i'm bill. Turnbull from faith matters
and we are doing a joint podcast episode today with the good a folks at an leading saints so we
it's write franken on was and we brought judge. Thomas b griffiths or tom to friends into this
conversation. Because we're going to be talking about something important that has
implications to law and politics and society. More generally so. Tom welcome from virginia.
Thank you it'd be here. Tom is a constitutional scholar teaches at harvard. Currently just barely
retired as a federal court judge. He's been general. Counsel brigham young university and
general counsel to the us senate for a number of year. So that's quite a quarterback you've lived
does. I've been lucky fortunate. It's kept you on the east coast for most of your life. Yeah i'm a
native native washingtonian so we miss you. We don't see often enough but anyway. It's what



time to talk about this. I guess some particular insights on this topic. We're talking about the
address. Given by balance oaks at the most recent general conference in which he made quite
an impassioned plea and then finished by making a bold statement or challenge to the church
and the out about a day after conference text from tom. Text rather some friends of ours. And
i'm just gonna read. These were that the money on the money quotes. The money quotes from
redel jokes address. So i think just when we start at just read this and then we can kind of take
this discussion or needs to go. Listen carefully to this. It's remarkable success discounts from
the oaks. The oaks talk is uncontested issues. We should seek to moderate and unify. There are
many political issues and no party. Platform or individual candidate can satisfy all personal
preferences. Each citizen lost therefore decide. Which issues are most important to him or her
at any particular time. Member should seek inspiration on how to exercise their influence.
According to their individual priorities is process will not be easy in may require party support or
candidates choices even from election to election. I don't think a lot of people do that. To be
honest. I think the the more commonly is people identify with political party almost in the way
they are identify with religion. In fact. i've heard people say that political identity is the new
religion has become the new religion and i don't think we're exempt from that unfortunately not
community any thoughts on that. Well i'll start with a. He's talking to me all my adult life. I've
been single party voter republican. When i became a judge i no longer actually aided with
republican party. But the saudis. So he's calling me to repentance. I need to think things through
more than a half now in my stance during that time. I never thought for a minute that my views
about the role of the state politics were driven by my faith commitments. I and i've always
thought that was just a really bizarre idea. Because i have plenty of Friends who are devout in
fully committed. Who democrats right. And so the never occurred to me that some out you know.
I was representing the gospel better. Because i was voting for george w bush are you. What has
this strange. So but no but i. yeah. But i'll go further than that. I'm single issue voter. I'm pro-life
guy at always. Been the issue that motivated me and so president obama saying think about
how we don't think this thing through so it gets a little more specific. I'm going to continue. But
he says such independent actions will sometimes require voters to support candidates or
political parties platforms. Whose other positions. They cannot approve. This is one reason we
Our members to refrain from judging one another radical math. We should never assert that
faithful out. A saint cannot belong to a particular party or vote for a particular candidate. We
teach correct principles. Leave our members to choose how to prioritize and apply those
principles on the issues presented from time to time and then this final very strong admonition
we also insist and we ask our local leaders to insist that political choices and affiliations not be
the subject teachings or advocacy in any of our church meetings and this is why we green
saints into the conversation because this is what leading saints does leading saints helps
leaders at the various local levels understand and do their jobs better they have conversations
around just these kinds of things in so kurt.
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Sound like a challenge for leading saints to yet for sure you give us the tricky part in this where
general authorities have like president oaks. Have the impossible job of speaking generally a to



an international audience about very specific issues in a local area for saying so. You know you
don't expect them to get very specific on guidance. And so these are great points but dominic
question for us like you know oftentimes leaders feel like we've heard this great talk now as a
leader. What am i supposed to do with it like You know how. Can i apply this or how. How should
this shift or change. Maybe the culture in my ward or stake any thoughts come to mind as far as
how leaders may be what leaders can take away from this and apply in their service. Well i
mean at first of all. I rose to tell my leaders what to do imagine. I wasn't leader can. Yeah yeah
yeah so. I think the first thing is is it i i it could me right. Am i doing what presidents council to do.
Do i have those sorts of confessed. You back the longbow that he drew hit me right hit me. I
think the first thing to do is each one of us leader. Not members need to say how did the. How
does this apply to me. I don't participate in a twitter world. But i've read some articles that
apparently some people have characterized the discussion in twitter. World over prejudices star
was that every to make people were saying yeah see. He's going after the other guys and and
right. Yeah me not me. That's a human failing human danger. And i think that's the first thing that
we have to do is say okay have can i change. How can i be a better disciple of christ based on
what he said so. I think that's the first thing right at step is worth it. Probably worth recognizing
and tom. I grew up a republican and somewhat so all cards on the table. Views are
conservative. But i felt like he was talking to people that i didn't problem seems to be. I think he's
recognizing a problem that the church seems to be pretty rigidly identified with a particular
political party. That's been a long time concern of the leadership of the church. I mean when
was that elder jensen elder marlin jensen when he was in the presidency. The seventy was
directed by the first presidency to speak to the salt lake tribune in an interview in which she
encouraged more latter day. Saints to be democrats you know and that was an assignment right
because it's just all right. It's just for folks on the outside looking in. they just assume. Oh you're
latter-day saying you must be a conservative republican and out. And i think that blunts are a
witness to the world blends words our ability to do the types of good things we'd like to be doing
throughout the world so so i. This isn't a new thing. I think we're producing polarize time. But i
hear the leadership of the church Urging this for quite a while yet but this polarization is really
yeah is different. It's different. it's different worse. Yeah you're talking about why that polarization
exists right. Now is complicated right. Anything sociologists psychologists anthropologists
figured out but we know the symptoms of it and maybe the inner exacerbating in that you know
we. We tend to be sorting ourselves by living with like minded people who share our views of
the world and mb. We get our information about the world from those same people and then we
talked to those same widow and increasingly. We don't have interaction with people who see the
world very differently at we do when we do have interaction with them. It's hostile right so those
are all the symptoms of it in and they probably exacerbates recurred. When when tom and i
were growing out the you're young so you'll be but there were like three networks and three
news networks you've got the formation through these networks right and they pretty much kind
of agree. There was like they were. They were respectable the sets of facts. I think you know
they were responsible. Consider themselves responsible journalists and so we sort of had the
same set of facts that we were dealing with as a country since media has become fragmented
and then particularly since social media began media. Had tom you can comment on this. But
cable news media and social media have really perfected the art of giving you that information
that you already believed confirming your biases and then firing your brain with news bulletins



every ten minutes that keep your brain the fear centers of your brain fired up and they create
these.

00:15:16 - 00:20:21

We've created tribes around these media echo chambers. That first question you asked are the
you brought up. Tom is it. I the first question you could ask yourself as do i live in an echo
chamber so as a leader do i live in an echo chamber and if i do a mind missing do i might not
even understanding that people that are in my congregation yet. But but there's no question
we've got this proliferation of media outlets many of them make no pretense of objectivity. That's
not a good work harder. But i don't wanna say the golden age when everybody was watching
chet huntley or erica variety or walter cronkite and then we go back to that but anyway. But i'm
with you on that it. The echo chamber is a huge. You'd probably night ways to get out. I just
want to say that. I'm not in favor of going back to. Let's just have three white guys. Tell us what
happened to today right. Okay i'm curious. I think we're the the dynamic that happens. You know
as mortals this world would be so much better if we an all mortals but that is the case but at and
we deal with this thing called cognitive bias right and so i think the tricky thing about you know
these political dynamics our religious culture is that we often look for and find connections to our
bias in doctrine or in tradition and therefore we fill promoted in some of these opinions. We
haven't so to me. It's i think a lot of people here from prison oaks and think yeah great. Well
that's not my problem. Because obviously i follow doctrine in reality maybe some of those kind
of biases highlighting certain aspects of doctrine over others. Any any thoughts on that. No i
agree with you entirely in. Ed gets factor. Is it i at the last supper one. it am. I going to be the
one that betray betray you and so that speaks to sensitive a humility. That is certainly. You don't
have. Aspire to to be introspective thoughtful and always questioning always questioning might
assumptions right and and you know jesus exit. The person of jesus is now. I not watching the
chosen. I guess everyone else is watching it. But all your now i'll talk with it. I'll catch up with it.
But i did see an advertisement for it. That really struck me at an interchange between. I think it's
peter. And jesus and peter says wow. That's different than jesus says get used to different right
you know that. I love that the lord. We worship each challenging. Us get used different. S the
ninth article of faith. He will yet reveal. Many great and important thing. So i think is latter day
saints. His disciples of christ. There's a tentative about our views on the sorts of things. We
always need to keep in mind. We might be wrong. Might be wrong and so and especially when it
comes to political decision. Great essay at there by hugh nibley from my generation its
canonical scriptures beyond politics at nibley. Who was an anti vietnam. Were democrat bright
environmentalists writing from that perspective madness. It connects with that background talks
about the role of politics for disciples of christ. It's a brilliant essay and the takeaways to you
don't have to go read it Recommended him to go find it. But if you can't find it it's mind seizing
the takeaway as i recall is just be real tentative about politics. Okay just real tentative about that.
That's not what we're here to do. We're here to build zion and those two are ever intention now.
Forget the politics were buildings. Now we live in the world result of the years. We ought to be
involved in china. Make our communities better in politics but we gotta figure out a way. I think
it's latter-day saints to differently than the world has done. We're new to national politics. Right is



really just been since the nineteen fifties and nineteen sixties and then really. Recently the last
twenty years were. We didn't become major players on the national political stage. Prior to that
time it was all utah. We're new to this. And it's sorta like we don't have the self confidence to
have a style of our own in politics and so we started aid with the big kids have been doing for a
long time. You know with the democrats and republicans do and i. That's doesn't speak well
which is really increasingly. Those you disagree with you label. Them is not enough to disagree
with them. You have to infer that there. Some how bad people or evening enemies to destroy
and then narratives develop around that and since we don't have people create these
compelling narratives often they get into things like conspiracy theories which by the way the
church just took another little stand and again saying if you re following sources that are leading
you to fear contention conspiracy theories you need to back away from the source.
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I was actually added to the church. Handbook so i guess one of the but you know everybody
thinks yeah. Everybody's conspiracy theory is crazy except the one that i believe in right so
because i got all these great reasons we get in these echo chambers. I see it all the time and
you get this one line of thinking and it ends up demonizing an entire section of humanity. That's
not what the gospel challenges to do so for heading down that road. We need to recognize as
leaders. I know both of you leaders. You've been bishops. Tom investigate president. I'm really
curious about how you would have to would see this conversation. You see the challenge. We
know what the challenge is. How would you c- conversation unfolding in award. Since elder
oaks is clear in his language. We insist with this happen. In our stakes. Wards i you know issuer
bishen griffin again. I read that language in the night expanded on it. And i would say when you
step into the foyer. No politics at all. Not in your lessons glycerin hallway conversations.
Because as you're talking to your friend about your political views someone else's passing by
who has different views. And that creates contention. I mean the the great symbol of our faith. In
addition to the beehive is the sacrament. Of the lord's supper the way we administer that right
and we pass it to one. Another hugely symbolic. I mean if if you're roman catholic you receive
the eucharist priests and that's usually symboblic right. We don't do that. We get from one
another which is a symbol. Think the way we're supposed to be inextricably Tagged with one.
Another is the symbol that we offer to one another the emblems of christ's death resurrection.
And there's just no place in that simple for division whether where he comes from any source at
all until you know. Ira bishop again. I would talk about that. And i'd say putting the part of a
larger context. We're here to have our hearts knit together in love it. We're here to everything we
do in the ward should be a an echo of taking sacrament one to another and here's some things
that are we don't do right and one of the things we don't do in prison. Oaks is told me to insist on
this mchugh. We don't do politics in our when you step into the chapel. We don't do politics. You
can go further than that. I would tell member admitted this is out a line. Maybe this isn't teaching
correct principles and letting themselves maybe this drag govern is to say if you're real active in
social media and calling out political positions and using your the gospel as a source of authority
for that out is not helping your dividing you're making people are word feel marginalized and
when you do that you're going counter to the experience. We just had taking sacraments and



you're blending are witness of price. The john seventeen tells us the strongest witness we can
offer is the unity that we have. So yeah ninety. You find it in a directive Maybe that would be
crossing lineup. But not the authority here is preserved. Send this right. Insists insists that the
global leaders do that her. You related a an experience you had. I think you're traveling in. Utah
stopped in and we don't need to be specific about where it was. What was your experience.
Yeah and just you know. i've Generally have grown up lived in in the salt lake valley which in
utah contexts is much more progressive liberal area in the state and and so. I'm i'm used to
being in that context and hearing certain things especially in a sunday school class whatnot and
just one week and i was traveling with my family and we stopped in a church in a much more
conservative area of the state and i was just sort of intrigued by what was being said about
specific political people and things. I just turned my wife said while. We're definitely not in salt
lake anymore. This is different. Dynamic and politics in churches is interesting. And i'm not really
sure. If i have a solid the answer for this solid response for this but you know you think back you
remember a better night. Since the bill brought up the age. Difference here for originally. But you
know back. When elder ezra taft benson was speaking before he was president.
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The church in very clear where it politically. He stood even to the point of really rubbing people
the wrong way. And and but i think there's also a benefit of at least you know where the guy
stood and then you know who. Qb brown would stand up and you sort of knew where he stood.
And and so. I after wonder if there's a danger in sort of getting to point where we don't talk
anything about our political opinions or perspectives again. Not necessarily in the context of
sunday school but at least helping members understand and build skill set of having
conversations with people where you identified differences. Show empathy for those differences
in move forward as a more unified body. I just i just worry if we go too far where now you started
to hear. Rumors like elder razz band is a lifelong democrat or but nobody really speaks in
context of these different political views. Even though they wouldn't be controversial and so i
wonder from a leadership perspective. If there's a way that we could encourage again not
hosting political day debates within the context of church service our sunday school class but
encouraged people to meet together to discuss even talking about maybe some skill sets they
can do to talk through different opinions and walkaway is friends rather than because right. Now
what's happened. Nobody talks in person. And then we go to our social media put on our mask
of anonymity or or whatever and just an insp- you these quotes and things sort of hit people the
wrong way and then we think. Well i'm. i'm going to stay back from that person a church
because he's crazy right and so to me like it's a vacuum where social media's filled that void of
light that political discussion is just so negative. And nobody's better fourth. I'm with you on that.
Except it has got to be a fundamental understanding. I think that my political views are separate
from my religious jews. That's a hard exercise in a culture that believes in revelation and
inspiration and concentration. So as i say yeah have those discussions but the ground rule
needs to be unemotional understanding that as presidents. Just hot us. You can have widely
divergent political views and be an active never church. No one political party or political views
is somehow closer to the lord's will than another is has to be done in that print. You've gotta



check that off the table. That hey i'm speaking for the ward here. The lord's really with me. You
can take that off the table. But then it sparked and then it's smart. God does not have a An
opinion a strong opinion about marginal tax rates for example reassuring. He doesn't i'm sure he
does. Which is not. This face should inform our political views. Of course it almost well. Here's
what you form our political mutes. Okay matthew chapter twenty whichever you done to to
these. You've done it to me by Quote comes from political. Conservative comes from niche
daniels. Former governor of indiana forward budget director in the bush administration current
chancellor purdue university he said in all things are i thought must always be for those on the
first wrung of ladder and how we might help them. Climb so yeah. I think the gospel does inform
our politics in the sense that we need. We understand that the purpose of politics is to help the
least of these now. We can have nearest debates about. How do that bring on the debase. But
we shouldn't have a debate about whether society should be ordered and structured in a way to
help police of these. So i will maybe that to political images you know. So jesus did live in this
world right and he did start. His resurrection started a new creation in world. Right we're we're
trying to build zion here and now right had you do that. It has real world implications on. I would
say that's the gospel insight that begins the political discussion and so not big on. It just
underscores that thomson. I really appreciate it As far as the leadership context is one thing a
leader can do is not just encourage people to leave politics outside of these discussions in
church but also to give permission deciding fresno did this as well and you can be reiterated
through local leadership giving permission to say you have permission to believe differently
politically and that's okay and you have a place here and we want you here and You know we'd
love to get your insight on the gospel and and we hope that the gospel informs your political
citizens but you have permission to believe politically different than the other person and that
permission to a long way in the context of the local church.

00:30:15 - 00:35:07

I think that's i think it's important for another reason. I was just looking at some some statistics
from the last election. Apparently this there's a real aged vision here so if you have a certain age
and older as that is just assuming a certain thing is you know. A certain political views is more
associated with the church. You've got let me read this to you so this is from harvard. Study the
twenty twenty elections more church members under the age of forty voted for biden and for
trump as of this forty seven percent by forty two percent of those over forty eighty percent voted
for trump eighteen percent by metacritic. Start chasm between the ages. So we run the risk. If
you bring politics into too much you run the risk of alienating generation from generation. And
that's probably not even on our radar you know that that's the case. So are evangelical friends
are going through this moment. right land. is they see the the identification with prong republican
party general and trump in specific has had a negative impact on their younger younger
members in. Its something they're coming to grips with and mata south analysis. And you know
what's going on here. A good lesson anytime. Religion becomes to identify with it political
movement. That's dragons be there. How you do this on the ward so we got leaders now
thinking okay so this in my ward or stake. How should i do that. There's the option of council.
You could do a fifth sunday fireside on this possibly when we get back to that maybe a letter



how would you. What are some ways that you would get this down to the end of the row and
your six words. Five million dollar question. So i'm a big believer in acton state presidents
enacting ships right taking a lead and so it by were said jay jay sacra and i would take half hour
talk and i would drill down on this point and i will wrap myself in mantle of president oaks so that
no one would think this is just on his own agenda and i. I would time do that. I like that one of
the biggest leadership. Mistakes that i claim is out. There is that leaders often mistake and
ability problem for motivation problem so they may see individuals in their ward thinking. Men
are they motivated to present oak says and not be so political. And and why did they do then
why why. Sister so-and-so posting on facebook. You know in this not helping the warden out
meant she just. She just put it in the ward facebook group. Now what am i going to do right. And
the reality is is not necessarily that. They're unmotivated to be more kinder not bring in their
political views. Oftentimes they lacked the skill and ability to do that. And so through. Like
thomson said a sacrament. Focus talk or a fifth sunday or whatever it is focusing on the. Here's
some things you can do to better to better as the skill and practice it so that you can hear
differing views or or your you can keep the politics out me. Let's talk about the difference of
doctrine and political views. Are these things. So i think the more we focus on the ability
component. It's going to help. Individuals be more motivated. Because i have the skill set to do
so joel. Embiid was a tiny ward. And you know it was a week war. Because i was the bishop
right so it was an a tiny words and we had big issues that i wanted to talk about what we would
do is when sacrament meeting over we would just have everyone stay and we call it a ward
meeting everyone to stay in jabal. When i'm mary is going to be later. Sorry to kids you'll be
noisy. We get it but we're going to save your next half hour. It was some talk. And i come down
standing chalkboard of there and we'd be like a town hall meeting and ding worked really well.
People aren't certain formats. That was the like that part of the. But i found that allowed the
bishop to get in the role of the teacher to have sunni sessions. I thinking about do you talk. I do
one of these boring meetings in the second hour to talk through. We should borden instruction is
given by president de la hoya. I think he goes to the principal. I think most people would rather
have a seat at the table than to be preached to write and sometimes in context. There's it's
appropriate to have that dynamic of preaching but yet creating a forum where people can raise
your hand and say this is how it impacts me and this is something we can do and and getting
that You know the town forum there.
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I love that idea. That's great and in that process the other part of that exhortation mailboxes is to
show Charity and be open minded toward others. We have to if we can't model listed church
getting out of this demonizing people who don't agree with us who fall into that trap. That is
Fallen into and we can't fall into that trap and let me just say this runs both ways right. I mean
you know there are people members. cannot understand how any member of the church would
vote for donald trump. They believe that well you know what's a very generous view by. They
need to understand. Why good reasonable people voted for donald trump. They need to
understand that. They can't do that if they have an exercise. That level of empathy. Not doing
the hard work on the other side the maga- folks need to understand why you know a good



member. The church could vote for joe biden enacted empathy. But we're called to do it by the
cabinets that we make now by somebody who sustained as a prophet even reveller told us we
gotta do it. So we're some ways has to work ways Absolutely dumb curious especially with your
career in the different circles. You've been in politics on the east coast and whatnot. How do you
stay out of your echo chamber. How do you expose yourself to differing views to to consider
some of these things. Yeah well i mean it. It takes where. I try to read lots of different sources
right there. Every day i read the new york times. Washington post wall street journal and i read
law liberty public discourse you know on the rai and just try and trying to see what other people
are thinking that now when i read public discourse in live liberty. That's when i get the warm
fuzzies. And all i'm right about everything and then i read the editorial page new york times i
think. Oh how can people be so. Have you tried to do that now. i had. Is this an advantage or
disadvantage. So i used to be a democrat. I worked for me. All democratic congressman
arizona almost prison the united states is liberal antiwar democrat for until joking rulers bill until i
learned to read to my mid twenties when i jack kemp persuaded me to his writing speeches
party. That would help folks on the margins. Most i thought republican party so i made that
switch so because of that had never been able to demonize democrats because i was one and
atlanta friends. Who are that way and segue. I'm also a convert to the church. So maybe i'm an
unstable man. I mean i was raised as an anglican joined the church when i was a junior in high
school. And because of that. I've never been able to demonize other faiths right. These are my
people and they're not bad. People have different views. i do. They may be right in a lot of
things. And i may be wrong a lot so anyway but it takes work. I'm at a stage of life in a position
where i have the time. It's easier for me to do that than a young mother of three or four kids.
Who's trying to do lots of the thanks. She didn't have time to read all the things that that i do too.
I get that it's hard work questioning. Your assumptions is a is a big one and we end up cutting
this stallion but right before the election i think it was the day before the election. We got a
message from a friend saying and it was Knows not for the mississippi. This just before the
inauguration actually just so the election it actually occurred. We got a letter from a friend on It
was a facebook message and this is. She was quite animated about the fact that the election
was going to be overturned. And she this this was going to happen and she kind of said you
mean. It's going to on the capital over tunis. Election absolutely is going to happen and she was
in favor of that or using favorably actually had a friend of ours now. Okay and we push back and
she kind of double down and she sent us a video of mitt. A was videos quite carefully made
video that the basically the message was laid out the case for mitt romney being a global
conspiracy to destroy our freedoms and Any number of things in the way it did that is a show.
That is firm. Romney's firm which is bank capital invested in companies and these companies
monsanto chemical and others. Who was it. It was a ludicrous presentation but presented in a
way. That could be persuasive. If you didn't really know right. And she was Beezer the facts you
need to know about and that i think it was that very mid assaulted in the airport on the way back
to washington.
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Dc and i looked at this This terrible you know. Bain capital I don't know mitt Tom i i've met him
but i don't know but i do know a good part of the senior management at bain capital because
they left boston eventually and settled in utah and so one became a business partner remind
and he was original. Bain chapel investor in one was. When i was in my ward i was a immense
president. He was our scoutmaster. These awful people that have conspiring to destroy our
freedoms right and one was my son's mission president as in now serving as a member of the
presidency of the seventy. And i know those three is really well. I can tell you. I can vouch for all
wonderful people. Only goodness even a member of the church is putting his sharing widely
with other members of the church. This you'd like it's not it's not ratios disagrees with them.
She's going to make sure that everyone understands that. They're evil and this is the kind of
thing that we just can't that is so inimical to the gospel. of christ. We have to do better. Got to
check ourselves we have to fundamentally question our sump shins. And i think that that's a
similar meantime about product in washington dc. I'm a product swamped. Right i went to
school with sons and daughters. The deep state. Let me tell you about the be balloon with each
day best people. I've ever met well educated patriotic love their country serving their country.
They could be making a lot more money elsewhere but they wanna be working in government
because they love the united states in american what it stands for best people around deep
state. Listen i you know start using a deep state It's either no. She's sound stone sinister. You
know so yeah no. There isn't a conspiracy that's running the government. The united states is
just not so it's a complicated entity lots of interests. Good people bad people eddie. Adding mix
the council for the senate. I got to know a hundred senators pretty well. You know some much
better than than others. And i would often get asked. So what's it like to be the council for the
senate and my response was you know there's like any other group of one hundred people who
are really smart there others less so there are some people who live saintly holy lives others
less so one thing in common is they all see the president of the united states when they look in
the mirror in the morning future president of the united states. I looked in the mirror in the
morning but other than that. They're just like Just like the rest of so. Yeah i've conspiracy.
Theories have never held purchase with me when they start talking about things that i've got
some experience with and just as it were. That concludes our interview with thomas griffith abic
shadow to bill turnbull for being mike owes. I should say. I was his co host right. We were co
host together. Really fascinating discussion with thomas griffith. Hopefully this is the first of
many conversations we can have with him and spent task legal mind and fantastic leadership
mind. There's so much he's done privately in his leadership experience that i'd love to dive into
maybe another time. But i would love to get your feedback. What were your impressions of
president. Oaks talk how's it changed. What things are you trying trying to fix sunday lesson are
you doing. The sack mean talk. I mean how are you unifying the ward who may be silently this
unified right because of different political views. They sort of smirk. At each other or growl each
other through facebook and it gets kinda heeded their. How can we better approach this topic of
politics without poisoning the gospel discussion that we go to church to find so love to hear from
ego leading saints dot org slash contact if any other angles or topics in this world. I'd love to
hear. It may be enriching the content we hear leading saints and don't forget go to faith matters
dot org and they're doing subscribed to their podcast and you will be blessed with some of the
content year there and remember text. The word lead to four seven four seven four seven in
order to access the three free sessions of the lgbt saints came as a result of the position of



leadership which was imposed upon us by god of heaven who brought forth a restoration of the
gospel of jesus christ and when the declaration was made concerning the own only true and
living church on the face of the earth we were immediately put in a position of loneliness
loneliness of leadership from which we cannot shrink runaway and a which we must face up
with boldness and courage and ability.


